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February 6, 2018
Project Titles:
Cougar Habitat Selection (Beale): Is cougar (Puma concolor) habitat selection on a
reclaimed mine based on prey availability?
Cougar Diet (Widmeyer): Using stable isotope analysis to resolve prey composition in
Puma concolor
Project Personnel:
Mark Boyce (Principal Investigator)
Meghan Beale (Project Manager & Co-Applicant, MSc student)
Samantha Widmeyer (Project Manager & Co-Applicant, MSc student)
Tasks Completed:
•

Preparations for first cougar capture season [January – March 2017]
Completed safety training and preparation for fieldwork including Wilderness
First Aid course and Field Activities Plan [January 2017]
- Hired a field technician to assist with cougar captures through the Colleges
and Institutes Canada CleanTech Internship program [January 2017]
- Provided project orientation and training for field technician [January 2017]
- Purchased capture supplies, immobilization supplies, safety supplies, and
miscellaneous field supplies [January – February 2017]
- Acquired research and collection permits from Alberta Parks and Environment
Fish & Widlife and Alberta Parks [January – February 2017]
- Hired a houndsman, Lorne Hindbo, to assist with cougar captures [February
2017]
- Rented field accommodations in Hinton, AB for field crew [February 2017]
- Hired a wildlife veterinarian, Dr. Marc Cattet, to assist with initial cougar
captures [February 2017]
- Paid for $15,000 of GPS collar purchase from Lotek [March 2017]
- Completed safety and orientation training to work as contractor on Teck
Resources Ltd. mine sites [March 2017]
- Applied for Emergency Drug Release with Dr. Marc Cattet to acquire chemical
immobilization drugs for cougar captures [March 2017]
-

•

First cougar capture season [March – April 2017]
Captured one cougar (M1; on March 12, 2017; see additional photo page),
outfitted with GPS radio-collar, and acquired samples for stable isotope
analysis (SIA)
Sent prepared samples for stable isotope analysis at the Fisk Lab at the
University of Windsor, Ontario to reveal nitrogen and carbon isotopic ratios
[June 2017]
- Sent hair, a sectioned whisker, and claw clippings from M1
- Sent hair from 28 cougars captured by Alberta Environment and Parks
between December 2016 and March 2017
- Sent hair and sectioned whiskers from 15 cougars harvested between
December 2016 and February 2017 (samples collected by the Wild Sheep
Foundation Alberta)
- Sent hair from prey species collected between March 2017 and June 2017
Kill site visits [April – December 2017]
- Downloaded GPS data from cougar(s) every 1-2 weeks
- Identified potential kill sites using the cluster method (Anderson and Lindzey
2003, Knopff et al. 2009) and predictive model (Knopff et al. 2009)
- Visited all accessible kill sites > 10% likelihood of being a kill (see photo page
for a selection of photographs) and collecting required samples for aging, SIA,
etc.
Sent prepared prey samples for SIA at the Fisk Lab at the University of Windsor,
Ontario to reveal nitrogen and carbon isotopic ratios [June 2017]
Preparations for second capture season in Fall 2017/Winter 2018 [April – July
2017]
- Updated Animal Use Protocol at the University of Alberta to reflect changes to
field crew
- Renewed provincial research and collection permits
- Contacted experienced personnel from Parks Canada and Alberta Parks and
Environment to assist with cougar captures in Fall 2017/Winter 2018
- Prepared Emergency Drug Release with Dr. Toni Bayans to acquire more
chemical immobilization drugs
Second capture season [November 2017 – ongoing]
- Captured 16-month-old male cougar, M2, on November 6, 2017. M2 died on
December 25, 2017 after being caught in a wolf snare.
- Captured 3-year-old female cougar, F1, on November 7, 2017.
- Captured 8-year-old female cougar, F2, on November 11, 2017.
- Captured 6.5-year-old female cougar, F3, on November 22, 2017. We suspect
this individual cougar has kittens based on her movement patterns.
- Captured 4-year-old female cougar, F4, on January 4, 2018.
- Captured 4-year-old female cougar, F5, on January 14, 2018.
- Outfitted six cougars with GPS radio-collar, and acquired samples for stable
isotope analysis (SIA).
-
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Hired field technician to assist with kill site visits [January 2018]
Recruited > 20 volunteers from general public in Alberta to assist with kill site
visits [January 2018]

Tasks Ongoing
•

Kill site visits [ongoing]
Downloading GPS data from cougars every 1-2 weeks
Identifying potential kill sites using the cluster method (Anderson and Lindzey
2003, Knopff et al. 2009) and predictive model (Knopff et al. 2009)
- Visiting all accessible kill sites > 10% likelihood of being a kill (see initial results
and additional photo page for updates on the kills we have found thus far)
and collecting required samples for aging, SIA, etc.
• Sample collection for SIA [ongoing]
- Ongoing collection of prey hair and muscle samples from cougar kill sites,
Alberta Environment and Parks, the hunting community, and opportunistic
alternative sources
• Training field technician and recruited volunteers to assist with kill site visits
[ongoing]
-

Updated Project Schedule
In Winter 2017 we captured 1 cougar (M1); however, due to difficult tracking
conditions and, consequently, the low likelihood of successfully capturing more cougars,
we ceased cougar capture fieldwork in April 2017 in efforts to conserve project funds.
We began our second capture season in November 2017 and have recently stopped
active efforts as of February 5, 2018 having captured an additional 6 cougars (F1 - F5,
and M2).
July 2017 – Oct 2017 | Download GPS collar data, analyze to identify kill sites, and
investigate prey found at kill sites. Receive preliminary isotopic data Fisk Lab, University
of Windsor.
Nov 2017 – Feb 2018| Second capture season – capture remaining nine cougars.
Collection of hair, whisker, claw clippings and blood samples from remaining cougars.
Continue to download GPS collar data, analyze to determine kill sites, and investigate
kill sites for any collared cougars. Continue collection of prey tissues for isotopic analysis.
Collection of hair and whisker samples from harvested cougars during the 2017 - 2018
harvest season (generously donated by WSFA members).
Mar 2018 – Dec 2018 | Continue to download GPS collar data from cougars, analyze to
determine kill sites, and investigate kill sites. Continue collection of prey tissues for
isotopic analysis. Submit additional cougar and prey tissue samples for final round of
stable isotope analysis and begin preliminary analysis.

Jan 2019 – Apr 2019 | Complete analysis of results. Write MSc theses. Complete
manuscripts for publication in peer-reviewed journals. Complete publications and/or
presentations for public and funding sources.
Results from Kill Site Visits
As of January 2018, we have visited 89 potential cougar kill sites. Of the 89 potential
cougar kill sites, 55 have been successful kills. The breakdown of killed species is as
follows: 24 deer, 15 bighorn sheep, 6 beavers, 3 coyotes, 3 elk, 3 rabbits, and 1 marmot.
Please see the additional photo page for images of these kill site findings.
Of the 15 bighorn sheep kills, 4 have been adult males, 2 adult females, 5 unknown
adults, 1 juvenile females (<2 yo), and 3 unknown juveniles. 14 of 15 the bighorn kills
have been made exclusively by two cougars whose territories encompass the reclaimed
mines.
Project Expected Outcomes
Our research is designed to obtain data that can influence wildlife management.
We intend to obtain data on cougar predation on bighorns so that WSFA and the
provincial government of Alberta can evaluate the extent to which cougar predation
might be a concern. If cougar predation is indeed a problem, our research aims to
evaluate methods that could be effective at resolving these problems. Although
previous research has shown that individual cougars can become sheep specialists, we
must develop methods to identify such individuals. By having this information, we will
be able to evaluate the efficacy of WSFA’s incentive program to target cougars in sheep
range as well as to evaluate the efficacy of the provincial government’s new boot season.
Currently, both methods attempting to harvest sheep-killing cougars are a shot in the
dark with no way to evaluate whether or not they are accomplishing their objective. Our
research is designed to address this deficiency.
Secondly, we have been working closely with Beth MacCallum who owns Bighorn
Wildlife Technologies (BWT). BWT is affiliated with Teck Resources Ltd. (Teck), the
mining company in charge of the reclamation program that has been so successful at
producing a high plane of nutrition for bighorns and other ungulates. MacCallum has
been studying the bighorn population on the mines since 1985 and will ensure that
findings from our research can be applied for reclamation in the area. For example, our
research may illuminate that cougar habitat selection is strongly predicted by bighorn
sheep vulnerability, and bighorn sheep vulnerability is strongly linked to forest edges
<300 meters from escape terrain. Using this information, BWT and Teck can target
future landscape design to reduce forest fragmentation, increase forest block sizes,
and/or increase distance between forest edges and escape terrain in an effort to ensure
healthy bighorn sheep populations are conserved. Further, when the reclaimed mine

land is returned to the Crown, our results will contribute to formulating a scientific basis
for how the land should be managed.
Overall, our research is not so much to document that cougars eat sheep (this is
well known), but to highlight which cougars are killing sheep and which sheep are being
selectively preyed upon. Specifically, our study is designed to answer questions about
whether or not cougars target certain age-sex classes of bighorn sheep in the study area.
Beth MacCallum has observed predation of mature bighorn rams during spring by
cougars, presumably after winter when rams are in weakened condition. But these have
been anecdotal observations and she has not compiled data to document this. By
visiting kill sites and determining prey composition, we will be able to answer how
cougars spatially select for prey species, age, and sex classes. Further, we will be able to
document if indeed cougars are selectively killing rams. Likewise, the age and sex
composition all sheep killers identified using stable isotopes can contribute to our
documentation of which cougars are most likely to be sheep specialists.
Our research will contribute to the evaluation of alternative management
actions to target sheep killing cougars. Recently, the government of Alberta
implemented a new “boot season” to secure a larger harvest of cougars in mountainous
WMUs, however, cougar quotas remain unmet. This might require enhanced
communication with the hunting community about methods that can be more effective
(e.g. use of predator calls). Although it is likely that greater changes to harvest practices
need to be made. Data from our research can be used to inform harvest quota
adjustments, evaluate new harvest regimes, and ultimately, contribute to the Alberta
Government’s adaptive management plan.
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Project Photos

Figure 1: Meghan Beale (left) and Samantha Widmeyer (right) checking vitals on a 4 year
female cougar (F5), on January 14, 2018. This cougar was captured and collared in an
effort to understand what cougars near reclaimed mines are consuming.

Figure 2: Inside the mouth of a subadult male cougar. Meghan Beale and Samantha
Widmeyer use gingival recession to determine the age of cougars they capture. This
particular cougar was 1.5 years of age and captured on November 6, 2017.

Figure 3: Meghan Beale (left) and Samantha Widmeyer (right) posed in front of study
cougar F2 captured on November 11, 2017. F2 is 8 years of age and has proven to be an
experienced sheep hunter, spending most of her time exclusively on the mine.

Figure 4: A bighorn ram killed by study cougar M1. This ram was killed in April 2017 and
preserved in the snow until kill site investigation in early June.

Figure 5: Beaver remains found at a
kill site of M1’s. M1 often follows
water features while maneuvering
through his territory.

Figure 6: A young male mule deer
killed by study cougar M2. By
including off mine deer eaters in our
study we can examine the isotopic
differences between cougars
specializing in different prey.

Figure 7: A 10.5 year old bighorn
ram killed by study cougar F2. The
ram was killed near escape terrain
and dragged to the bottom to be
cached under a pile of snow.

Figure 8: Coyote killed off-mine by
study cougar M1. Currently, all
canids found at cougar kill sites
have been young animals; note the
brilliant white of this coyote’s
dentition.

